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Abstract

The orientation of polymer chain has a great effect on its mechanical properties, therefore, it is always an important issue on how to

characterize, accurately and quickly, the orientation of polymer chain during processing. In this article, according to the property that ultrasound

travels in different velocities in anisotropic media, normal incident shear wave was utilized to explore the orientation structure of HDPE/iPP

blends obtained by dynamic packing injection molding. The ultrasonic technique is consistent with the 2D-WAXS in charactering the orientation

degree of polymer chains, although ultrasonic technique focuses on the overall orientation of polymer blends while the 2D-WAXS reveals the

crystalline orientation of each component. Our work demonstrates that ultrasonic technique might be a reliable, fast and easy way to characterize

the orientation structure of crystalline polymer blends. The ultrasonic measurements were performed off-line, but the achievement provides the

possibility for on-line detection of orientation structure in injection molding by using ultrasonic technique.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Generally, the mechanical properties of polymer are far

inferior to their theoretical values when polymer chain arrayed

at random [1,2]. However, they can be greatly improved by

enhancing the orientation of polymer chain. Therefore, it is

always an important issue on how to characterize the

orientation of polymer chain quickly and conveniently. Up to

now, a variety of methods have been developed to explore the

orientation structure on-line or off-line, including 2D-WAXS

[3–9], 2D-SAXS [3–5,10], optical birefringence [11–13], IR

dichroism [14–17], Raman and Infrared spectroscopy [18] et al.

These conventional methods can well determine the orientation

structure off-line, but they have rarely been applied to on-line

detection during processing, especially in injection molding,

partly due to certain technique difficulties. Although many

methods can be utilized to determine the orientation of polymer

chain, different results and phenomena may occur due to

different principle based. Additionally, every method has its

own limitation and can only be used in some special cases. For
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example, optical birefringence method is good for highly

oriented fiber but not good for low oriented injection molded

samples; spectroscopy method needs complicated calibration

and X-ray method is very good for crystalline polymers but not

for amorphous polymers.

Ultrasonic technique, as a novel method to characterize

orientation structure using normal incident shear wave, has

many advantages, like non-invasion, convenience, extremely

quick feedback, and strong sensitivity to anisotropic structure,

which make ultrasonic technique quite suitable for real-time

detection. Edwards et al. [19] demonstrated a technique using a

normal incident shear wave transducer to measure the

orientation in injection molded low density polyethylene

(LDPE). They observed that the shear wave traveled in

different velocities with respect to the particle displacement

direction. That is, the velocity with particle displacement

parallel to orientation direction was higher than that vertical to

orientation direction, and large difference in velocity indicated

a high orientation. They also investigated the orientation

variation of LDPE during injection molding with the

transducer mounted on the mold. However, the real-time

detection of polymer orientation during injection molding still

remains a challenge task, mainly due to the very short

solidification time by this processing method.

In recent years, dynamic packing injection molding has

been found to be a very important way to control polymer
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morphology, particularly, the chain orientation [20–22]. As a

part of long-term project aimed at real-time detection of

polymer orientation during injection molding, we are seeking

to establish a fundamental understanding of processing–

orientation–ultrasonic velocity relationships. In this work, we

first prepared HDPE/iPP blends via dynamic packing injection

molding (DPIM), in which the specimen was forced to move

repeatedly in a chamber by two pistons that moved reversibly

with the same frequency as the solidification progressively

occurred from the mold wall to the molding core. In this way,

highly oriented samples can be obtained. Our novel point is the

highly oriented structure of polymer obtained by dynamic

packing injection molding, which makes the ultrasound signal

much stronger and more reliable. Edwards et al. used tensile

property to verify the ultrasound data and some conflicts

between the ultrasound data and tensile strength was

mentioned in Ref. [19]. In our work, since PP and HDPE are

crystalline, 2D-WAXS was preferentially chosen for compari-

son, and the consistency of the ultrasound data with 2D-WAXS

was observed. Our result shows that the ultrasonic velocity

difference between in parallel along and vertical to shear flow

direction can be used to characterize the whole orientation in

the blends.
2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and sample preparation

iPP and HDPE used in the experiment are commercial

products. iPP purchased from Duzisan Ltd Co. has a melt flow

index (MFI) of 3 g/10 min and a density of 0.91 g/cm3. HDPE

was obtained from Yansan Petrochemical Co., whose MFI is

15 g/10 min and density is 0.968 g/cm3. Melt blending was

conducted using TSSJ-25 co-rotating twin-screw extruder with

a barrel temperature of 160–190 8C. After palletized and dried,

blends were injected into a mold with the aid of a SZ 100 g

injection-molding machine with a barrel temperature of 190 8C

and an injection pressure of 900 kg/cm2. Then dynamic

packing injection molding (DPIM) technology was applied.

The schematic diagram of DPIM device is shown in Fig. 1. The

shear stress field was introduced to the cooling melt during

packing stage by two pistons that moved reversibly with the
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the device for dynamic packing injection

molding. (1) Nozzle, (2) sprue, (3) piston, (4) runner, (5) connector, (6)

specimen.
same frequency. Thus, a sample with highly oriented structure

was generally obtained in this way. In our experiment, the

injection molding under static packing was also carried out by

using the same processing parameters but without shear for

comparison purpose. The specimen obtained by dynamic

packing injection molding is called dynamic sample, while the

specimen obtained without shear is called static one.
2.2. SEM observation

The specimen was first etched by 1% solution of potassium

permanganate in a mixture of sulphuric acid, 85% orthopho-

sphoric acid and water [23], then the surface was coated with

gold and examined by an X-650 Hitachi scanning electron

microscope at 20 kV.
2.3. 2D-WAXS measurement

The two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray scattering (2D-

WAXS) experiments were conducted using a Rigaku Denki

RAD-B diffractometer. The wavelength of the monochromated

X-ray from Cu Ka radiation was 0.154 nm and reflection mode

was used. The intensity was corrected by subtracting the

background scattering. The orientation of chains could be

quantified by the orientation factor f

f Z
3hcos2qiK1

2
(1)

hcos2qiZ

Ðp=2
0

IðfÞsin f cos2fdf

Ðp=2
0

IðfÞsin fdf

(2)

q is the angel between the normal of a given (hkl) crystal plane

and shear flow direction, and I is the intensity. When taking

qZ0 as the shear flow direction, f is K0.5 for a perfect

perpendicular orientation and C1.0 for a perfect parallel

orientation; f equals 0 for an un-oriented sample.
2.4. Ultrasonic detection

The ultrasonic system used in the experiment was described

elsewhere [24] except that the pulsing/receiving transducer

consisted of normal incident shear wave transducer with

a frequency of 5 MHz, which was purchased from

Panametrics Inc. When propagating in anisotropic media
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of normal incident shear wave propagation in uni-

oriented media.



Fig. 3. Echo signals of normal incident shear wave with particle displacement

(A) vertical, (B) 458 or (C) parallel to orientation direction.
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(uniaxial orientation) along y direction, shear wave has two

characteristic velocities, depending on the direction of the

particle displacement vector (Fig. 2). The shear wave velocity

is Vp when the particle displacement vector is in the z direction

(parallel to the orientation direction), and Vv when in the x

direction (vertical to the orientation direction). Correspond-

ingly, Vp, Vv can be formulated as

Vp Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
cxz

r

r
(3)

Vv Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
cxy

r

r
(4)

where cxz and cxy refer to the shear stiffness in xz and xy plane,

respectively. As far as oriented sample is concerned, the shear

stiffness is different. Generally, the higher the orientation, the

greater the difference in the shear stiffness is, consequently, the

velocity difference between Vp and Vv is much higher.

Therefore, the velocity difference (VpKVv) can be utilized to

characterize the degree of polymer chain orientation.

Practically, the corresponding echo time is more convenient

than velocity to reflect the orientation. Fig. 3 shows the echo

signals of shear wave in oriented media. Curves A and C are the

echo signals with particle displacement vertical and parallel to

orientation direction, respectively, where Tv and Tp are the
Fig. 4. Echo signals of HDPE/iPP (10:90) dynamic sample with par
corresponding echo time. It is easily inferred that higher

velocity results in shorter echo time, therefore, the difference in

echo time DTZ(TvKTp) can also characterize the degree of

anisotropy. Similarly, larger difference in echo time DTZ
(TvKTp) corresponds to higher orientation. While the particle

displacement is 458 to orientation direction, shear wave can

travel in both characteristic velocity Vp and Vv simultaneously,

so, the echo signal can also be divided into two echo time Tv, Tp

(Fig. 3(B)). This property provides possibility using shear wave

to monitor at real time the variation of oriented structure during

processing through observing the two echo time Tv, Tp from the

same echo signal.

3. Results

3.1. Orientation as detected by ultrasonic property

As for polymer blends, especially crystalline HDPE/iPP

blends, the ultrasonic signals are complicated, compared with

single phase polymer such as LDPE. As shown in Fig. 4, the

shear wave travels in higher velocity when particle displace-

ment parallel to flow direction than vertical to flow direction

for HDPE/iPP (10:90) blends, VpOVv, accordingly, TvOTp,

and the time difference DTZ(TvKTp) is positive, similar to the

ultrasonic results of LDPE in Edwards’ work. In our

experiment, it is found that DTZ(TvKTp) always keeps

positive when iPP content is more than 50 vol%. However,

as iPP content is less than 50 vol%, contrary phenomena is

observed, namely, the velocity with particle displacement

parallel to flow direction is lower than that vertical to flow

direction (Vp!Vv) and DTZ(TvKTp) becomes negative

(Fig. 5). Since, the phase morphology has a great effect on

the ultrasonic property, the SEM experiment was carried out to

examine the phase morphology. This is shown in Fig. 6. Due to

its poorer resistibility to the etchant, iPP component was

extracted from the samples, represented by the dark area in the

pictures. One observes a co-continuous morphology around the

composition of 50 vol% iPP, and a sea-island structure at

20 vol% iPP and 70 vol% iPP. That is to say, when iPP content

is lower than 50 vol%, HDPE forms the continuous phase and

iPP forms the dispersed phase, and higher than that

composition, iPP becomes the continuous phase and HDPE

forms the dispersed phase. It seems that the ultrasonic behavior

is closely related to the major component in HDPE/iPP blends.
ticle displacement (a) vertical and (b) parallel to flow direction.



Fig. 5. Echo signals of HDPE/iPP (70:30) dynamic sample with particle displacement (a) vertical and (b) parallel to flow direction.

Fig. 6. SEM pictures of dynamic samples perpendicular to flow direction with different composition, (a) HDPE/iPP (80:20), (b) HDPE/iPP (50:50) and (c) HDPE/iPP

(30:70).

Fig. 7. Echo time difference between Tv and Tp as a function of iPP volume

fraction for HDPE/iPP samples.
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The different phenomena may be caused by the change of shear

stiffness due to the phase inversion, and will be discussed later.

According to Eqs. (3) and (4), however, disregarding Vp is

higher than Vv or not, the high orientation usually leads to high

anisotropy in velocity. Therefore, the difference between two,

or the absolute value of DTZ(TvKTp) can be used to check the

degree of orientation in the samples.

Fig. 7 shows the echo time difference for HDPE/iPP blends

as a function of composition, where, the time difference is

divided by the thickness of individual sample along the

propagation direction in order to avoid the error arising from

the thickness difference. It can be seen that the echo time

difference of polymer blends is related to its composition and

processing method. For static samples, one observes a very low

time difference (within 0.04 ms/mm) in the whole composition

region and this can be understood as due to almost isotropic

structure in these samples. For dynamic samples, an oriented

structure is expected. One observes a big time difference when

iPP content is less than 50 vol%, and the time difference

increases with decreasing of iPP content (reaches to 0.12 ms/

mm). This result suggests that a highly oriented structure may

exist when HDPE is dominant and forms the continuous phase,

and the degree of orientation increases with decreasing of iPP

content. On the other hand, when iPP content is more than

50 vol%, i.e. iPP is dominant and forms the continuous phase,

one observes a constant echo time difference (roughly 0.05 ms/

mm) as change of composition. This indicates that once iPP

forms the continuous phase the orientation will keep

unchanged with the change of composition. But the small

echo time difference suggests a limited orientation in this case.

In summary, by measuring the echo time difference

between vertical and parallel to the shear flow direction, one
can easily know the orientation in the obtained samples

obtained by either static packing injection molding or

dynamic packing injection molding. For static samples, not

much orientation is achieved; for dynamic samples, a highly

oriented structure is achieved when HDPE forms the

continuous phase, but only a limited orientation is obtained

when iPP forms the continuous phase. This result is within

our expectation and understood as due to the linear structure

of HDPE and the hindrance effect of –CH3 group on the

iPP orientation.
3.2. Orientation as verified by 2D-WAXS

To better understand and verify the orientation structure in

HDPE/iPP blends, powerful 2D-WAXS was employed to

explore the orientation state of polymer chains in each



Fig. 8. 2D-WAXS patterns of static samples. (a) 20 vol% iPP, (b) 50 vol% iPP and (c) 80 vol% iPP. Flow direction is vertical.

Fig. 9. 2D-WAXS patterns of dynamic samples. (a) 20 vol% iPP, (b) 50 vol% iPP and (c) 80 vol% iPP. Flow direction is vertical.
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component. The 2D-WAXS patterns of static samples are

shown in Fig. 8. From inner outward, the reflections are

originated from (110), (040), (130) plane of alpha modification

of iPP and (110), (200) plane of orthorhombic modification of

HDPE. These homocentric circles imply that either HDPE

chains or iPP chains are oriented randomly over the all ranges

of composition.

However, as for dynamic samples, strong reflections of

(hk0) plane for iPP component at the equator indicate that

molecular chains of iPP are preferentially oriented along flow

direction, independent of compositions (Fig. 9). Four reflec-

tions around the meridian also emerge in the (110) plane of iPP,

especially between the compositions of 50 and 80 vol% iPP,

indicating a lamellar branching through homoepitaxy between

a-crystals of iPP [25,26]. These arise from the iPP component

daughter lamellar regions (a-axis parallel to the meridional

direction) and related to the iPP parent lamellar regions (c-axis

parallel to the meridian). The epitaxial orientation relationship

was first established in a-crystal quadrate some years ago and

later explained on a molecular basis by Lotz et al. [25]. In
Fig. 10. Orientation factor of (110) plane of HDPE (a) and (040) plane of iP
daughter lamella, the molecular chains are oriented perpen-

dicular to flow direction.

As for HDPE component, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that the

reflections of both (110) and (200) plane of HDPE at the

composition of 20 vol% iPP occur at the equator, indicating

that HDPE chains are oriented along flow direction, with

lamella perpendicular to flow direction [27]. But in the

compositions of 50 and 80 vol% iPP, four reflection spots are

always observed 508 apart from the meridian. Combining the

permanent equatorial reflection of (200) plane, this special

reflection can be ascribed to the epitaxial growth of HDPE

lamella onto that of iPP, since HDPE chains are inclined about

508 to the iPP chain axis and the contact plane is established to

be (100) of HDPE and (010) of iPP [28].

The orientation factor of the normal of given crystal planes,

with respect to the shear direction, is shown in Fig. 10,

including both dynamic and static samples. As for (110) plane

of HDPE, the orientation factor in dynamic samples varies with

phase morphology. Its value is about 0 when HDPE forms the

dispersed phase in its droplets with iPP content between 50 and
P (b) for both dynamic and static samples, with respect to compositions.



Fig. 11. Comparison of ultrasonic results and 2D-WAXS results in terms of

orientation measurement for HDPE/iPP blends.
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80 vol%, which originates from the special angle (w508)

between the normal and shear direction due to epitaxial growth.

However, when HDPE forms the continuous phase as a matrix,

the orientation factor drops down to K0.2 to K0.4 with

reducing iPP content in its matrix, indicating a higher

molecular orientation along flow direction. The orientation

factor of static samples is close to 0 in all compositions for

(110) plane of HDPE, indicating a random orientation. Similar

to that of HDPE, the orientation factor of (040) plane of iPP in

dynamic samples is also different in its matrix and droplets.

When dispersed in the HDPE matrix, the value decreases

slightly down to about K0.05. When iPP forms continuous

phase, however, the orientation factor keeps unchanged around

K0.2. As for static samples, the orientation factor of (040)

plane is decreased down to roughly K0.1 when iPP content is

up to 100%. This increased orientation in static sample may be

related to flow-induced crysallization [29,30]. It can be also

safely concluded that the change of molecular chain orientation

in their individual matrix is more obvious for HDPE than for

iPP, again due to the linear structure of HDPE. The 2D-WAXS

result is consistent with the ultrasonic data.

4. Discussion

Now it is clear that the orientation in HDPE/iPP blends

obtained by injection molding can be well characterized by

measuring the ultrasonic property and verified by the well-

established technique 2D-WAXS. That is, when HDPE forms

the matrix, HDPE chains are oriented along flow direction and

when iPP forms the matrix, iPP chains in parent lamella are

oriented along flow direction while chains in daughter lamella

are perpendicular to flow direction. The remaining question is

how we understand that Vp is always lower than Vv in oriented

HDPE matrix, which is contrary to the propagation behavior in

oriented LDPE sample [19]. A very low crystallinity and

orientation exists in oriented LDPE due to its highly branched

structure. Thus, a few lamella stacks are oriented vertical to the

flow direction. So, Vp is higher than Vv in oriented LDPE. For

oriented HDPE matrix, however, highly oriented stacks exist

vertical to the flow direction with the molecular orientation

along flow direction. It seems that shear wave travels faster

with particle displacement along lamella direction than along

molecular chain direction in crystalline polymer. This may

explain in part that Vp is always lower than Vv in oriented

HDPE matrix. However, for oriented iPP matrix, parent

lamella (vertical to flow direction) and daughter lamella

(parallel to flow direction) co-exist along different direction

in iPP phase. Herein, daughter lamella may be dominant to

govern the shear wave propagation, thus, velocity with particle

displacement parallel to flow direction keeps higher than that

perpendicular to flow direction in iPP matrix. Above all, the

velocity should finally be governed by corresponding shear

stiffness, but how the shear stiffness varies with composition in

HDPE/iPP blends will be investigated further.

The comparison of ultrasonic results and 2D-WAXS results

is shown in Fig. 11, where all the negative echo time difference

switches to positive one for the purpose of comparison, in that
the orientation degree is only related to the absolute value of

echo time difference. These two methods adopt two different

parameters to describing the orientation structure: orientation

factor f for 2D-WAXS, and echo time difference DT for

ultrasonic method. So, only the trend of orientation variation

with composition, and the relative ratio of orientation between

HDPE and iPP matrix make sense. It can be seen that whenever

in HDPE matrix or iPP matrix, the variation of echo time

difference with composition is always similar to that of

orientation factor for major component, especially in the HDPE

matrix. It implies that the overall orientation state is dominated

by the major component. Meanwhile, it is also shown in Fig. 11

that the ratio of orientation between the HDPE matrix and the

iPP matrix for ultrasonic results is higher than that for 2D-

WAXS results. This probably results from the fact that 2D-

WAXS only measures the orientation of molecular chain in

parent lamella according to the reflection of (040) plane at the

equator for iPP component, whereas, ultrasonic method

concerns the overall orientation based on the anisotropy in

shear stiffness, which would be weakened by the co-existence

of parent and daughter lamella vertical to each other.
5. Conclusion

According to the property that ultrasound travels in different

velocities in anisotropic media, normal incident shear wave

was utilized to explore the orientation structure of HDPE/iPP

blends obtained by dynamic packing injection molding. It

reveals that the HDPE component is more apt to orient than iPP

component in shear stress field, and the overall orientation of

blends is dominated by the major component whenever in

HDPE or iPP matrix. The ultrasonic technique is consistent

with the 2D-WAXS in charactering the orientation degree of

polymer chains, although ultrasonic technique focuses on the

overall orientation of polymer blends while the 2D-WAXS

reveals the crystalline orientation of each component. Our

work demonstrates that ultrasonic technique might be a

reliable, fast and easy way to characterize the orientation

structure of polymer, and provides the possibility for real time
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detection of orientation structure in injection molding by using

ultrasonic technique.
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